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Abstract 
A highly segmented scintillating fibres/lead electromagnetic calorimeter has been tested. Each calorimeter module has 

semiprojective geometry and is shaped as a wedge with an angle of (0.82)“. The fibres are however parallel to the wedge 
axis and the two small lateral regions are not fibre-instrumented. This simple and cheap approach to a projective geometry 

allows to achieve still good energy and space resolution. Results with electrons in the range lo-100 GeV are presented. 

1. Introduction 

Future experiments in high energy physics will make 

use of electromagnetic calorimeters for energy measure- 
ment and possibly for impact point determination. Sam- 
pling calorimeters made of scintillating fibres and lead 

could represent a good choice due to their fast response, 
easy construction and low cost. A remarkable effort has 
been done in the last years in this field (e.g. see Ref. [l]). 

We have studied a lead-scintillating fibres segmented 
electromagnetic calorimeter with a semiprojective geome- 

try. The modules have the shape of a truncated pyramid, in 
such a way that the sides are pointing towards an axis at a 

distance of 1.43 m. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a 
module. 

The main feature of this calorimeter is that the fibres 

fill only the parallelepiped part of a module, so that the 
two small lateral regions are not fibre-instrumented. The 

purpose of our test has been to verify how much the 
calorimeter performance, in terms of energy and space 
resolution, is affected by the loss of energy deposited in 
the wedge-shaped regions, which are not sampled. 

2. The calorimeter 

The calorimeter modules are built with a fusion tech- 
nique, A heavy alloy with low temperature melting point 
encloses an array of thin stainless steel tubes, which 

* Corresponding author. 

contain 1 mm diameter Kuraray SCSF81 blue scintillating 

fibres. 
The volume ratio fibres : alloy is 1: 3.17, averaging on the 
whole module volume. The average radiation length is 

evaluated to be 1.0 cm and the Moliere radius 2.3 cm. 
The calorimeter is segmented in 25 modules, 35 cm 

long, of 20.5 X 20.5 mm2 (front) and 25.5 X 20.5 mm2 
(back) cross area, in such a way that the entrance face of 
the calorimeter approximates a portion of a 1.43 m radius 
cylindrical surface. 

Each fibre bundle is glued to a light guide of squared 
section, which is optically connected to a photomultiplier 

via a yellow optical filter [2]. 
The main features of the calorimeter are summarized in 

Table 1. 

3. Beam test and results 

The test was performed at the CERN-SPS on the X5 
beam. The calorimeter was placed on a platform movable 
with respect to the electron beam both in the horizontal 
and vertical directions. A telescope of two wire chambers 
in front of the calorimeter was used to measure the elec- 
tron impact point, with a space accuracy (rms) of about 0.2 
mm. The calorimeter was operated with a tilt angle of 2.5” 
in both horizontal and vertical directions, to avoid the well 
known channeling effect of the impinging electrons. Some 
run was also carried on with a horizontal tilt angle of 5”. 

3.1. Energy resolution 

Fig. 2 shows the detected energy as a function of the 
electron impact position for three calorimeter modules 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of a semiprojective module. The two 

lateral wedge-shaped regions with (0.41)” angular aperture are not 

filled with scintillating fibres. 

along horizontal and vertical directions, at an electron 
energy of 50 GeV ‘. In the x-coordinate there is a system- 
atic difference of about 20% between the measurement of 
the energy at the centre and the border of the modules, but 
as the impact point is measured by the calorimeter itself 

(see Section 3.2) a correction can be applied to the de- 
tected energy. 

The calorimeter response turns out to be linear within 
2% in the explored energy range 10-100 GeV, as shown 
in Fig. 3. The linearity does not depend on the electron 
impact position on the module. 

The energy resolution u/E is a linear function of 
I /J( E(GeV)), but there is some dependence on the impact 
position: u/E = (13.9 f 0.9)%/J(E(GeV)) + (1.4 k 

0.2)%, at the module centre; a/E = (11.0 f 
1.8)%/d(E(GeV)) + (0.6 f 0.4)%, at the middle of the 
module x-border; u/E = (14.0 &- 1.8)%/,/(E(GeV)) + 
(2.0 + 0.5)%, at the middle of the module y-border. 

The x-border corresponds to an electron impinging 
between two modules, where only a fraction of the em. 
shower energy is sampled because the fibres are missing in 
the wedge-shaped volume. The y-border corresponds to 
the separation between two modules with full energy 
sampling. These results are shown in Fig. 4. 

The energy resolution of this calorimeter is in agree- 
ment with the typical performance of a “spaghetti 
calorimeter” [1,2]. In our calorimeter the volume ratio 
fibres: absorber (1: 3.17) is larger than the value 1: 4 
chosen to make the calorimeter compensating [l], but 
smaller than the value range 1: 2 to 1: 1, chosen to opti- 
mize the energy resolution [3,4]. 

The present result is also comparable to the perfor- 
mance of the semiprojective [5] and fully projective [6] 

’ This scan, as well as all other scans performed in this work, 

are done integrating over 5 mm in the orthogonal direction. 

“spaghetti” calorimeters having full fibre instrumented 
module. 

Moreover it should be noticed that the energy resolu- 
tion turns out to be slightly better near the non-instru- 
mented region (i.e. at the x-border) with respect to the 

whole detector. Although the signal in this region is re- 

duced by 20% with respect to the central region (see Fig. 
2a), the signal fluctuation is reduced even more. We do not 
have a simple explanation for this phenomenon. 

A set of measurements with the beam at a horizontal 
tilt angle of 5” (vertical tilt 2.5” as before) does not show 
differences both in linearity and in energy resolution with 
respect to those at 2.5” (see Figs. 3b and 5). 

3.2. Impact point resolution 

The electron “true” impact position (x, y> on the 
calorimeter is measured by a beam chambers telescope 
with an accuracy of about 0.2 mm. Horizontal and vertical 
scans of the beam were done, in order to explore the 

calorimeter response, along the x-coordinate and the y-co- 
ordinate, for the three central modules. The electron en- 

ergy was 25, 50, and 100 GeV. 
The (x, y) position is directly measured by the 

calorimeter by the energy deposited in the modules sur- 

rounding the em shower vertex. This can be done by a 
simple ‘ ‘centre of gravity’ ’ algorithm, but, as usual for 
segmented detectors, a better impact point determination 
can be achieved by more sophisticated algorithms. 
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Fig. 2. The calorimeter response uniformity in the horizontal and 

vertical directions. Energy detected by the calorimeter as a func- 

tion of the x and y impact coordinates of 50 GeV electrons. A 
beam scan is performed from the centre of a module ( - 20 cm) 

through a second module, up to the centre of a third module (20 

cm). Two dips are seen in the horizontal scan (a), corresponding 

to the two non-instrumented wedge-shaped regions. 
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Fig. 3. Percentage non-linearity versus energy from 10 to 100 
GeV. (a) The horizontal and the vertical tilt angles are 2.5”; (b) 
the horizontal tilt angle is 5”. 

We have applied to our data two algorithms [2,7], and 
we found that the best method is obtained parametrizing 

the dependence of the “centre of gravity” coordinate on 
the “true” coordinate with the following formula [7]: 

x,=a+barctan[c(x,+d)], (1) 

In Eq. (1): X, is the x-coordinate measured with the 
chambers; xg is the x-coordinate measured with the 

calorimeter utilizing the simple “centre of gravity” algo- 
rithm; (1, b. c, and d are four parameters which are 

determined by fitting the experimental points (x,, x,) 
with the function (1). 

The same formula holds for the y-coordinate. 
Fig. 6a shows the x,-coordinate versus the x,-coordi- 

nate for 50 GeV electrons detected in the three central 

Table 1 
Calorimeter’s main features 
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Fig. 4. Energy resolution as a function of l/@(GeV)). The 

electron beam hits the module centre (circles), the x-border 

(upward triangles), and the y-border (downward triangles). The 
horizontal and the vertical tilt angles arc 2.5”. 

modules: the waving behaviour is typical of any modular 
calorimeter. 

Fig. 6b shows the same data with the fit of Eq. (1) 
superimposed. The fit is carried on from a module centre 
to the adjacent module centre. (A very small discontinuity, 
intrinsic of this method, is seen at X, = 0, but does not 
affect the result). 
The values of the four fitted parameters do not depend on 
the electron energy in our energy interval. 

Concerning the y-coordinate the data and the corre- 
sponding fit are shown, at 50 GeV, in Fig. 7. 

For the y-coordinate the values of the parameters are 
slightly different, which is not surprising due to the differ- 
ent physical configuration along the x and y axes. 

Scintillating fibres 
Absorber alloy (% in weight) 

Volume ratio fibres : absorber 

Average density 

Average radiation length 

Average Moliere radius 

Read-out PMT 

PMT photocathode diameter 

Optical filter 

Total number of read-out channels 

Module cross area (horizontal X vertical) 

Number of fibres per module 

Calorimeter total cross area 

Calorimeter total length 

Kuraray SCSF81, 1 mm diameter 

AF17 (52.5% Bi, 32% Pb, 15.5% Sn) 

1 : 3.17 

7.1 g/cm3 

1.0 cm 

2.3 cm 

xP1911 

14 mm 

Kodak Wratten No. 8 

25 

20.5 X 20.5 mm’ (front) 25.5 X 20.5 mm’ (back) 

144 

10 X 10 cm2 (front) 

35 cm 
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Fig. 5. Same plot as in Fig. 4, but the horizontal tilt angle is 5”. 

The beam hits the module centre. The linear fit yields: U/E = 

(12.6 +0.9)%/J(E(GeV))+(1.4f0.2)%. 

The parametrization (1) can be inverted as follows: 

x,= -d+(l/c) tan[(x,-u)/b] 

and applied event by event in order to obtain an unbiased 

x, coordinate from xs. 

Umm) 

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between the x-coordinate measured by the 

beam chambers, and the same coordinate reconstructed by the 

calorimeter with a simple “centre of gravity” algorithm. The 50 

GeV electron beam scans 3 calorimeter modules, i.e., from -30 

cm to 30 cm. (b) The same result is shown with superimposed the 

fit of Eq. (1). 
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Fig. 7. (a) Same plot as in Fig. 6a, for the y-coordinate. (bf Same 

plot as in Fig. 6b, for the y-coordinate. 

The waving behaviour in both horizontal and vertical 

coordinates is clearly reduced to an almost straight line by 

applying Eq. (2). Fig. 8 shows x,&y,) versus x,( y,) at 50 
GeV. A small residual waving is still present, but it does 
not deteriorate the space resolution which is basically 
determined by the width of the (x,, x,) distribution, and 
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Fig. 8. (a) Scatter plot for 50 GeV electrons, showing the x-coor- 

dinate determined by the calorimeter with the algorithm of Eq. (2) 

versus the x-coordinate measured by the beam chambers. The 

centre of a module is at - 20,0, and 20 cm respectively. (b) Same 

plot for the y-coordinate. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Distribution of the difference between the calorimeter 

reconstructed abscissa (see Eq. (2)) and the “true” one at 50 
GeV. Fitting a Gaussian function one finds Us = 0.87 mm. (b) 
Same plot for the y-coordinate; the Gaussian fit gives T” = 0.94 
mm. 

( y,, yC) distribution, for the horizontal and the vertical 
coordinate respectively. 

An example of impact points distribution as a function 

of the difference (x, - x,) and ( y, - y,>, is given in Fig. 
9 at 50 GeV. The impact point resolution turns out to be 

Fig. 10. Impact position resolution in x-coordinate (a), and in 

y-coordinate (b), as a function of the impact position x and y 

respectively. The module centre is at about 0 cm, and its edges at 

- 10 cm and 10 cm. The electron energy is 50 GeV. 

Fig. 11. Impact point resolution of the electron shower as a 

function of the electron energy for the horizontal (circles) and the 

vertical (squares) coordinate respectively. The linear fit in 

l/J(E(GeV)) gives the result quoted in Section 3.2. 

slightly dependent on the impact position, as shown in Fig. 
10 at 50 GeV for both coordinates. 

After all corrections the space 
function of l/d(E(GeV)): 

a, = (1.8 + 0.2) mm/J( E(GeV)) 

7” = (1.7 i 0.2) mm/d( E(GeV)) 

resolution is a linear 

+ (0.6 f 0.1) mm, 

+ (0.7 f 0.1) mm. 

This result is obtained by averaging cr over the full 

module size and is plotted in Fig. 11. 
It is worth noting that the resolution is the same in both 

x and y coordinates. The different energy sampling at the 
two module borders in the horizontal coordinate does not 
affect the impact point reconstruction accuracy of this 
calorimeter. 

The present result should be compared with the resolu- 
tion obtained with highly segmented [2] and less seg- 
mented calorimeters [1,3], and furthermore having differ- 
ent fibres : lead volume ratio. 
This comparison shows that, as expected, the statistical 
term is dominated by the fibres: lead ratio, while the 
constant term is determined by the module size. 

4. Conclusions 

A simple approach to the design of a segmented 
semiprojective em calorimeter has been carried out. This 
detector, made of small cross area (20.5 X 20.5 mm2) 
modules, approximates a cylindrical surface of 1.43 m 

radius. 
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The main feature of this calorimeter is that the wedge- 

shaped lateral region, at both the sides of a module, is not 
filled with fibres. This considerably simplifies the con- 
struction. 

The energy and the space resolution have been mea- 
sured on an electron beam in an energy range from 10 to 
100 GeV. 

Our results show that both these features are uniform 

over the whole calorimeter, i.e. no worsening effect is 
found when the electron hits the wedge-shaped regions. 
The energy resolution compares with the common values 
of the so called spaghetti calorimeters: u/E = 

14.0%/J(E(GeV)) + 1.5%. 

The space resolution, in both the coordinates, is as good as 
that obtained with highly segmented, but non-projective, 
fibres/lead calorimeters: (T = 1.7 mm/\/( E(GeV)) + 0.6 

mm. 
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